
FITTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR HILLBILLY CONTROL UNIT 
 

The Golf Workshop, nor any of its employees, assume no responsibility or liability 
for any damage or malfunction when a customer carries out self-fitting of this part. 

Any modification and/or conversion of the item invalidate any guarantee. 
We will supply telephone or email support if required 

 
Find a suitable flat clear surface to work on and if you are unsure of what you need to do please seek help or 
advice from a qualified person.  Use a small container to keeps parts in whilst working. 
 
If you have a digital camera, before you start and at each stage take photographs so that you can check back 
when re-assembling. 
 
Remove the battery tray by undoing the four nuts and bolts through the frame and the tray. Do not lose the parts 
including the two metal strips.  
 
Pull apart the white handle plug and socket plus the two white ones from the motor. 
 
Peel off and save the green and white HillBilly label from the battery tray to expose the existing control unit.  
 
Undo the two self tapping screws (you will need these later) holding the control unit in the battery tray. Gently pull 
or prise the control unit out of the tray and feed the leads out with it, noting which lead went through each cut-out. 
 
Hold the new control unit up to the battery tray with the electronics innermost. Feed the leads back through the cut-
outs. Gently push the control unit into the tray, locating the top into the slots in the tray. Push all the way in and 
secure with the two self tapping screws. 
 
Reconnect the handle plug/socket and connect the two new blue plugs to the white motor plugs. 
 
Re-fit the battery tray using the nuts, bolts and flat metal strips and do not over tighten. 
 
Make sure the red and black torberry plugs only fit to the same colour, connect a battery to the trolley and switch 
on. If the trolley runs in reverse and the wheels do not drive, then swap the two blue & brown leads to the white 
motor plugs. If trolley runs forward all is OK. Ensure all items are thoroughly tight and secure. 
 
If you wish, using double sided tape, refit the green and white HillBilly label. 
 
 
 
Test again, if all OK, happy golfing. 
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